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Valuable instruments, a kind of rare and high-quality public resource, are basis 
and important tools for teaching and research tasks of universities. How to properly 
manage and apply valuable instruments could be an important issue for enhancing 
both teaching and research levels of universities. 
Both quality and quantity of valuable instruments rapidly increase, but 
management still cannot follow up the speed of the development: valuable 
instruments cannot be applied in public service; sharing channels are limited; 
repeated purchase always happen; efficiency of valuable instruments is at a low level, 
etc. It has reached an agreement that priority should be given to manage valuable 
instruments reasonably and improve sharing level in universities. 
Based on relevant documents and data, this thesis presents history of China’s 
universities valuable instruments sharing and current problems are listed and 
analyzed. By applying economics and management principles, solvents of these 
problems are presented in this thesis. 
With accumulated experience in the work, the author proposes 6 solutions for 
tackling existing problems in universities valuable instruments sharing: 1. Giving 
priority to establishing instruments sharing platform by regulation innovation; 2. 
Establishing instruments sharing fund and allowance; 3. Giving priority to 
instruments evaluation and demonstration; 4. Establishing KPI system for 
instruments and reward regulations for faculty; 5. Solving maintenance problems by 
searching for maintenance fund; 6. Establishing laboratory information system as 
requested. Efficiency of valuable instruments can be enhanced by solutions 
presented above and management of valuable instruments will be brought to a higher 
level. 
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